Case File 1003
Dunmore House
1st Visit
We all love the urban investigations. Good team building
exercise. This time around we were at Dunmore House in
Airth.
On with the report from the evening ...
The weather was kind to us thankfully, the only problem was
those pesky midgies.
I think a few of us came home with some bites that night.
Present on the investigation were Maryann (team sensitive),
Helping out with tech we had Jac & Julie 😉and myself also
doubling as team leader. Research and tech we had Zoey &
Elaine. Michelle was championing the EVP experiments. We
also happened to bump into another group of Ghost Hunters
that night too so we teamed up as working separately would
only introduce potential contamination into the
experiments/readings etc.
I only caught a few names so I apologise for missing anyone
from the report. Present from the other team were Khally,
Dannielle and her dad and Curtis.
We walked around the entire area and it was mainly quiet
unfortunately, that was until we moved into the lower ground
level.
Maryann had picked up on the residual energy of monks but
the main spirit energy that stood out was one that had an
unfortunate stay in the cellar. She also felt that the energy
between two particular areas of the cellar were different.

We ran the EMF meters around and got nothing but when we
used the ELF detector (extreme low frequency not something
from Lord Of The Rings lol) it detected a distinct change
where Maryann had identified it before.
Michelle attempted some EVP experiments in this area and
they seemed to be a bit clearer, the main one being a response
that said “happy” when we asked what their emotional state
was.
At the end of the night we encountered a spirit which initially
we believed thought that we were partaking in the devils
work.
Not too clear on that as this assumption was made from the
EVP recordings so again we will have to clear it up to see if we
can get anything that may be worth sharing or not. Perhaps
we initially got it wrong and the spirit was partaking in the
devil's work. We are not sure but at this point time had beaten
us again so we said our goodbyes to our fellow ghost hunters
and made our way back to the cars.

